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Abstract
When assessing the similarity of arguments,
researchers typically use approaches that do
not provide interpretable evidence or justifi-
cations for their ratings. Hence, the features
that determine argument similarity remain elu-
sive. We address this issue by introducing
novel argument similarity metrics that aim at
high performance and explainability. We show
that Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR)
graphs can be useful for representing argu-
ments, and that novel AMR graph metrics can
offer explanations for argument similarity rat-
ings. We start from the hypothesis that similar
premises often lead to similar conclusions—
and extend an approach for AMR-based ar-
gument similarity rating by estimating, in ad-
dition, the similarity of conclusions that we
automatically infer from the arguments used
as premises. We show that AMR similarity
metrics make argument similarity judgements
more interpretable and may even support ar-
gument quality judgements. Our approach pro-
vides significant performance improvements
over strong baselines in a fully unsupervised
setting. Finally, we make first steps to address
the problem of reference-less evaluation of ar-
gumentative conclusion generations.

1 Introduction

Rating the similarity of arguments (Reimers et al.,
2019) is a core task in argument mining and argu-
ment search (Maturana, 1988; Wachsmuth et al.,
2017; Ajjour et al., 2019). Argument similarity
ratings are also needed for (case-based) argument
retrieval (Rissland et al., 1993; Chesnevar and Ma-
guitman, 2004), data exploration via argument clus-
tering, and even automated debaters (Slonim et al.,
2021): to counter an opponent’s argument, one may
retrieve an argument similar to theirs, but of oppo-
site stance to the topic (Wachsmuth et al., 2018).

Typically, argument similarity ratings are com-
puted over ‘bag-of-word’ argument representations,
or else over argument representations inferred with

language models such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) or InferSent (Conneau et al., 2017). Two
key advantages of such approaches are due to their
unsupervised setup: First, unsupervised methods
do not rely on human annotations, which are expen-
sive and can be subject to noise and biases. Second,
it has been shown for previous supervised methods
that they have learned less about argumentation
tasks than had been assumed, by exploiting spuri-
ous clues and artifacts from manually created data
(Opitz and Frank, 2019; Niven and Kao, 2019).
This has led to a recent interest in solving argumen-
tation tasks in an unsupervised manner, e.g., by
logical reasoning (Jo et al., 2021).

In this paper we will highlight that previous
methods for rating argument similarity suffer from
a common flaw: beyond shallow statistics (word
matches in bag-of-word models, or word similari-
ties in distributional space), they do not provide any
rationale for their predictions, and the prediction
process is in general not transparent. Therefore, we
know only little about the following question:

• Which argument features correlate with hu-
man argument similarity decisions?

In this work, we undertake a first attempt at an-
swering this question, by testing two hypotheses:

i) Representing arguments with Abstract Mean-
ing Representations (AMRs) and using AMR
graph metrics improves argument similarity
rating and provides explanatory information.

ii) Extending arguments with inferred conclu-
sions can improve argument similarity rating.

In the following §2 we discuss related work. §3
introduces our two key hypotheses, and §4 presents
our argument similarity rating model and its imple-
mentation. In §5 we compare our model against
strong baselines from prior work. In §6 we conduct
several analyses to show how our approach can con-
tribute to a better understanding of arguments, their
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conclusions and argument similarity ratings: we
i) assess predictors of human argument similarity
ratings to investigate the criteria that correlate with
human ratings of argument similarity; ii) discuss
potential advantages of using AMR for graph-based
argumentation tasks in a concrete example, and iii)
investigate how interpretable argument similarity
computation can help assess the quality and use-
fulness of conclusions drawn from arguments in a
reference-less conclusion evaluation setup.1

2 Related work

Argument similarity and search Assessing ar-
gument similarity is a key task in argument mining
(Reimers et al., 2019; Lenz et al., 2019) and can
enhance argument search (Maturana, 1988; Riss-
land et al., 1993; Wachsmuth et al., 2017; Ajjour
et al., 2019; Chesnevar and Maguitman, 2004). Yet,
while delivering solid performance on benchmarks,
current methods fail to provide any deeper rationale
for their predictions. It is thus not clear whether
and to what extent spurious clues or other artifacts
may influence the similarity decision (Opitz and
Frank, 2019; Niven and Kao, 2019). In this paper,
we aim at alleviating these issues by i) representing
arguments with Abstract Meaning Representation
(Banarescu et al., 2013) and conducting similarity
assessment using well-defined graph metrics that
provide explanatory AMR structure alignments;
and ii) by investigating to what extent argument
similarity can be projected to inferred conclusions.

Explanations in argumentation Until recently,
the quest for explanations in argumentation was
mainly focused on theory development. The Toul-
min model, e.g., offers a theory of what is needed to
make an argument complete (Toulmin, 2003). Ar-
gumentation schemes, which develop taxonomies
of argument types and argumentation fallacies
(Walton, 2005; Walton et al., 2008) can be viewed
as mechanisms for explaining functions, strengths
and weaknesses of arguments. Other research
aims at studying the computational and formal as-
pects of argumentation, e.g. abstract argumentation
(Dung, 1995) and Bayesian argumentation (Zenker,
2013). Research in empirical argument mining led
researchers to investigate practical methods for ex-
planations (Lawrence, 2021; Becker et al., 2021;
Gunning et al., 2019; Rago et al., 2021; Vassili-
ades et al., 2021). While most approaches focus on

1https://github.com/Heidelberg-nlp/
amr-argument-sim

the analysis of linguistic aspects (Lauscher et al.,
2021), e.g., by extracting selected features (Aker
et al., 2017; Lugini and Litman, 2018) or leveraging
discourse knowledge in language models (Opitz,
2019), others exploit large background knowledge
graphs (Kobbe et al., 2019; Paul et al., 2020; Yuan
et al., 2021) such as ConceptNet (Liu and Singh,
2004; Speer et al., 2017) or DBpedia (Mendes et al.,
2012). An advantage of our approach is the explicit
graph alignment between two arguments’ meaning
graphs that better marks related structures, and that
can help explain argument similarity judgements.

Argument mining with graphs There is grow-
ing interest in extracting graph structures from nat-
ural language arguments. Lenz et al. (2020), e.g.,
propose a pipeline for detecting and linking argu-
mentative discourse units (ADUs). Al-Khatib et al.
(2020) detect textual phrases and link them with
POS/NEG relations, where POS indicates a positive
influence and NEG a negative influence (inhibition),
e.g., sports NEG health issues. However, such ap-
proaches lack finer semantic assessment: they do
not distinguish word senses, and the linked entities
(phrases or ADUs) are taken as atoms, which ham-
pers explainability: when linking sports and health
issues with a NEG relation, we cannot differentiate
sports NEG issues and sports NEG health (only the
former is correct). We target a finer analysis of ar-
gumentative texts, by representing them with dense
AMR graphs. Additionally, by aligning graph rep-
resentations of several arguments, our work paves
the way for improved argument knowledge graph
construction, aided by, or based on, AMR.

Generation of argumentative conclusions The
task of conclusion generation has been recently in-
vestigated by Alshomary et al. (2020, 2021), and
allows us to infer conclusions from given premises.
Conclusion generation can be seen as the inverse
of argument generation (Sato et al., 2015; Schiller
et al., 2020). In this work, we show that by consid-
ering conclusions inferred from pairs of arguments,
we can improve our argument similarity ratings.

3 Hypotheses

We base our models for explanatory argument sim-
ilarity assessment on two hypotheses.

Hypothesis I: Abstract Meaning Representa-
tion (Banarescu et al., 2013) of arguments sup-
ports explainable argument similarity assess-
ment AMRs are directed, rooted and acyclic

https://github.com/Heidelberg-nlp/amr-argument-sim
https://github.com/Heidelberg-nlp/amr-argument-sim
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graphs that aim at capturing a sentence’s meaning
in a machine-readable format. Edges are labeled
with semantic relation types (e.g., negation, cause,
etc.) and vertices denote either variables or con-
cepts (variables are instances of concepts and allow
us to capture coreferences) Hence, the AMR for-
malism captures various semantic phenomena that
can play a role when assessing argument similarity.

E.g., besides the obviously useful aspect of nega-
tion, AMR captures semantic roles and predicate
senses (Kingsbury and Palmer, 2002). While it is
clear that similar arguments tend to involve similar
predicates and predicate senses, semantic structure
and role assignment may also play a role. For in-
stance, the claims: consumption of alcohol leads
to depression vs. depression leads to consumption
of alcohol are clearly distinct, while sharing the
same concepts. Other AMR facets may also be
useful. E.g., AMR captures coreferences and re-
solving them in different ways can induce signifi-
cant meaning differences, Finally, AMR includes
key semantic relations (location, cause, possession,
etc.) that are often implicit or underspecified in lan-
guage, hence their explicit representation in AMR
provides a rich basis for assessing arguments.

Arguments represented with AMR can be com-
pared with AMR graph metrics (Cai and Knight,
2013; Damonte et al., 2017; Opitz et al., 2020)
that also induce an explicit alignment between two
argument graphs.

Hypothesis II: similar arguments lead to simi-
lar conclusions We hypothesize that a key fea-
ture of similar arguments is that they invite for simi-
lar conclusions. Analogously, dissimilar arguments
tend to lead to differing conclusions. Consider the
following two arguments:

i) Cannabis can have negative effects on brain
development of teens.

ii) Smoking cannabis is harmful for the lungs.

The arguments are dissimilar, even though they
share the same (negative) stance and argue from a
similar perspective (health). This dissimilarity is
also reflected in the conclusions that can be inferred
from them: from i) we can infer that, i.a., Cannabis
consumption should be strictly controlled for age
or Cannabis can have a negative impact on the
brain—while from ii) we could infer that Cannabis,
if consumed, should not be smoked or Cannabis
smokers should get their lungs checked.

As a complementary example, the similarity of
two arguments may be reinforced by the similarity
of their inferred conclusions, as shown below:

i) Fracking can contaminate water and water
wells and suck towns dry.

ii) As a water-poor state, fracking and its toxic
wastewater presents a serious danger to our
communities and ecosystems.

Arguments i) and ii) are rated as similar, presum-
ably because they point at detrimental ramifications
of fracking related to water issues. This similarity
is likely to be reflected in conclusions drawn from
them, such as: i) Fracking can lead to water issues
or ii) Fracking poses dangers for water-poor states.

4 Argument Similarity via AMR Metrics

According Hyp I, we represent arguments with
AMR graphs and rate their similarity with AMR
metrics. To test Hyp II we infer conclusions from
arguments with language models and compute simi-
larity on arguments extended with their conclusion.

4.1 Models

We propose three model variants that aim at ex-
plaining argument similarity. Given two argu-
ments a, a′ and their extrapolated conclusions c
= conclusion(a), c′ = conclusion(a′), we com-
pute similarity in the space of abstract meaning
representation using a similarity function f in three
alternative ways: i) f(a, a′), between the two ar-
guments, ii) f(c, c′) between their conclusions, iii)
f(a⊕ c, a′⊕ c′), i.e., between the combinations of
argument a and its derived conclusion c, where we
use a simple decomposable weighting:

f(a⊕c, a′⊕c′) = λf(a, a′)+(1−λ)f(c, c′) (1)

If not specified otherwise, λ is set to 0.95.2 The
AMR metric f will be described in the following.

4.2 Implementation

AMR parser We parse all arguments from the
data with the parser from amrlib3, a fine-tuned
T5 sequence-to-sequence model that achieves high
scores on AMR benchmarks.

2We choose a high value of λ since, clearly, the premises
are bound to host the primary evidence for similarity, while a
conclusion may serve as auxiliary information. In our experi-
ments, we also consider extreme decompositions (λ ∈ {0, 1}).

3https://github.com/bjascob/amrlib

https://github.com/bjascob/amrlib
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Figure 1: Standard, concept-focus and structure focus.

AMR metric We use S2MATCH (Opitz et al.,
2020), which is based on the AMR graph match-
ing metric SMATCH (Cai and Knight, 2013), but
admits graded concept similarity by matching con-
cept nodes with GloVe embeddings (Pennington
et al., 2014) and cosine similarity4. To find an
optimal graph mapping, exactly like SMATCH, it
leverages a hill-climber to approximate the NP-
hard problem of aligning AMR graphs. Following
the alignment step, the (soft) matching of proposi-
tions (triples) are scored with an F1 score. Since,
so-far, little is known about the trade-off and in-
terface between concrete and abstract semantics in
human mental representations (Mkrtychian et al.,
2019), we introduce two more variants that as-
sess similarity from complementary perspectives:
S2MATCHConcept and S2MATCHStruct. The first
metric variant focuses on conceptual overlap (Fig.
1, middle), i.e. the more concrete semantic aspects,
by putting a triple weight on concept matches. The
second variant focuses on structural matches (Fig.
1, bottom), i.e., the more abstract semantic aspects,
by putting triple weight on relation matches.

Conclusion generator We generate conclusions
from arguments using the T5 model (Raffel et al.,
2020) pre-trained on summarization tasks. To en-
courage the model to generate informative conclu-
sions (as opposed to summaries), we further fine-
tune it on premise-conclusion samples from Stab
and Gurevych (2017), which contain intelligible

4If the cosine similarity exceeds τ = 0.95.

and rational conclusions of high linguistic quality.5

5 Argument Similarity Prediction with
AMR Metrics: Experiments

5.1 Setup

Data set and evaluation metric We use the
UKP aspect corpus (Reimers et al., 2019), which
contains 3,596 argument pairs on 28 topics that
have been assigned a four-way similarity rat-
ing: highly similar (HS), somewhat similar (SS),
not similar (NS), different topic/‘can’t decide’
(DTORCD). Following Reimers et al. (2019), we
frame the task as a binary prediction problem:
highly similar (HS, SS) and non-similar (NS,
DTORCD), and we conduct evaluation via cross
validation with 4 folds. In every iteration, 7 topics
serve as testing data, while the other 21 topics serve
to tune a decision threshold of the metric score.6

As in Reimers et al. (2019), we evaluate the F1
score for each of the two labels and the arithmetic
F1 mean (macro F1).

Baselines We compare to previously established
unsupervised baselines (Reimers et al., 2019):
i) Tfidf calculates cosine similarity between
Tfidf-weighted bag-of-word vectors; i) InferSent-
(FastText|Glove) leverages sentence embeddings
produced by the InferSent model (Conneau et al.,
2017) based on either FastText (Bojanowski et al.,
2016) or GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) vectors,
which are compared with cosine similarity; iii)
(GloVe|ELMo|BERT) Embedding uses averaged
GloVe embeddings or averaged contextualized em-
beddings from ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) language models.

5.2 Results

Best system Table 1 shows our main results. The
AMR-based approach that is based on concept-
focused S2MATCH scores, taking both the argu-
ment and its inferred conclusion into account, ob-
tains rank 1 (68.70 macro F1) and outperforms
all baselines, including the BERT baseline. The
difference is significant with p < 0.005 (Student
t-test). This system is closely followed by other
AMR-based systems, e.g., using concept-focused
S2MATCH that sees only the argument (68.17 macro

5For further detail on this fine-tuning step see Appendix.
6Strictly speaking, this is not a fully unsupervised setup,

however, we stick to this framing of the task to facilitate
comparison to the previous work (Reimers et al., 2019).
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F1 score rank
metric model type macro sim not sim

human ? 78.34 74.74 81.94 0

random - 48.01 34.31 61.71 16
Tf-Idf f(a, a′) 61.18 52.30 70.07 10
InfSnt-fText f(a, a′) 66.21 58.66 73.76 3/4
InfSnt-GloVe f(a, a′) 64.94 54.72 75.17 9
GloVe Emb. f(a, a′) 64.68 56.32 73.04 8

B
as

el
in

es

ELMo Emb. f(a, a′) 64.47 53.55 75.38 7
BERT Embe. f(a, a′) 65.39 52.32 78.48 6

AMR f(a, a′) 65.44±0.5 55.23±0.8 75.66±0.4 5
AMR f(c, c′) 57.31±0.6 45.73±1.2 68.89±0.4 14
AMR f(a⊕ c, a′ ⊕ c′) 66.21±0.3 56.98±0.6 75.42±0.1 3/4

AMR C-focus f(a, a′) 68.17±0.3 59.2±0.6 77.14±0.2 2 ♦♣

AMR C-focus f(c, c′) 60.29±0.5 49.33±0.4 71.26±0.8 13

O
ur

s

AMR C-focus f(a⊕ c, a′ ⊕ c′) 68.70±0.5 60.35±1.0 77.04±0.1 1 ♦♣

AMR S-focus f(a, a′) 60.74±0.5 49.94±0.8 71.55±0.5 12
AMR S-focus f(c, c′) 56.48±0.3 44.96±0.6 67.99±0.2 15
AMR S-focus f(a⊕ c, a′ ⊕ c′) 61.14±0.3 49.74±0.5 72.55±0.5 11

Table 1: Main results.

F1), and standard S2MATCH taking both argument
and conclusion into account (66.21 macro F1).

Does incorporating conclusions help? Interest-
ingly, assessing only conclusions (rank 13/14/15)
outperforms the random baseline (rank 16). The
low performance, in general, is expected, since
clearly, argument similarity must be primarily de-
termined based on the arguments, and hence, meth-
ods that rate the similarity of arguments only via
a conclusion proxy have an obvious disadvantage.
Hence, the more interesting question is: Do in-
ferred conclusions provide complementary infor-
mation for the task? Our results show a tendency
that this is the case. All AMR-based models that
take both conclusion and argument into account
(model type f(a⊕ c, a′ ⊕ c′)) outperform models
that only see the arguments (AMR: +0.77; AMR
concept-focus: +0.63; AMR struct-focus +0.40).
At this point, however, we cannot explain whether
this is due to useful reformulations or truly novel
content that was generated, or a mix of both. We
will investigate this question deeper in Section 6.

Argument similarity: driven by abstract or con-
crete semantics? The strong performance of the
concept-focused AMR metric shows that a large
overlap in concepts tends to correlate with human
ratings more than an overlap in abstract semantic
structure. The structure-focused AMR methods
(last block in Table 1), while significantly outper-
forming the random baseline, lag behind all other
baselines. Note, however, that the standard AMR-
based model, which weights concept and structure
overlap equally, provides strong performance, oc-

Pearson’s ρ
predictor f(a, a) f(c, c) f(ac, a′c′)

Concepts 0.492‡ 0.299‡ 0.492‡

Sem. Role Labels (SRL) 0.400‡ 0.185‡ 0.402‡

Predicate Frames 0.355‡ 0.232‡ 0.357‡

Reentrancies (Coref.) 0.235‡ 0.085‡ 0.235‡

Named Entity (NER) 0.076‡ 0.052‡ 0.077‡

Negations 0.042† -0.011 0.042†

Table 2: Semantic predictors of human argument simi-
larity. †/‡: significant with p<0.05/p<0.005.

cupying rank 3-5 of all examined methods.7

6 Analyses & Explainability

While these model ablations provide a global view
of what matters in argument similarity rating, we
now analyze the impact of finer semantic features.

6.1 Fine predictors of argument similarity
The previous experiment suggests that human ar-
gument similarity ratings can be modeled through
a combination of different meaning facets, with a
focus on concepts. We will now investigate how hu-
man argument similarity ratings correlate with spe-
cific meaning aspects represented in AMR graphs.

Setup For this we leverage fine-grained AMR
metrics (Damonte et al., 2017) and compute seman-
tic similarity with respect to 6 meaning aspects i)
named entities (NER); ii) negation; iii) lexical con-
cepts; iv) predicate frames; v) coreference and vi)
semantic roles (SRL). Instead of merging the labels
somewhat similar and similar, we keep them dis-
tinct and use a three-point Likert scale: 0 means not
similar or unrelated, 0.5 means somewhat similar,
and 1 means highly similar. To assess the correla-
tion, we use Pearson’s correlation coefficient.

Results of this univariate feature analysis are dis-
played in Table 2. As expected from the earlier
experiment, shared concepts are strong predictors
for argument similarity (Concepts, ρ=0.49). Also
more abstract semantic features, such as similar
semantic roles, have a solid signalling effect (SRL,
ρ=0.40). Similarly, coreferences have predictive
capacity, though at a lower range (ρ=0.23). On
the other hand, negation or shared named entities
do exhibit only small (yet still significant) predic-
tive capacity (Negation, ρ=0.04 and NER, ρ=0.08).

7Motivated by this result, we conduct two extreme abla-
tions: concept-only and structure-only metrics. While the
structure-only variant shows worse results than AMR S-focus
(macro F1 ∆f(a, a′): -2.7), concept-only variant and concept-
focused are more or less on par (macro F1 ∆f(a, a′): -0.2).
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The low correlation of NE overlap with human sim-
ilarity ratings can in part be explained by the fact
that we do not find many arguments where this
could potentially matter (in our data, only 1 to 2
out of 1,000 nodes represent person NEs). How-
ever, if humans were to rate argument similarity in
a dataset that features many arguments from expert
opinion (Godden and Walton, 2006; Wagemans,
2011), named entity overlap may have a significant
predictive capacity. Also negation might be more
important than what we see in this analysis, since it
can be expressed in alternative ways (e.g., through
antonyms) that are not encoded as such in AMR.

6.2 Example case with alignment

To illustrate the potential of using AMR for con-
necting and assessing arguments, we study an ex-
ample case in Fig. 2. It shows the graphs and graph
alignments8 that were found, for the actual argu-
ments and their automatically induced conclusions,
for our running example on fracking.

Observations about argument alignment The
top figure shows the alignment of the two argument
graphs, where important substructures have been
linked. Contamination of water and water wells
is linked to endangering of our communities and
ecosystems (orange nodes and alignment). It is
also appropriate that towns that are sucked dry is
linked to water poor state (blue). This link is very
valuable since these statements stand in a seman-
tic EXACERBATE-relation that may be important
for the arguments’ similarity (the water-poverty
of states is exacerbated if towns are sucked dry).
Ideally, we would like such alignments to be la-
beled with a corresponding semantic relation. In
future work, we plan to achieve this by leveraging
commonsense knowledge graphs like ConceptNet.

Observations about conclusion alignment The
bottom figure shows the alignment of the automati-
cally deduced conclusions. For the left argument,
the conclusion fails to produce an abstraction and
more or less repeats the argument. For the argu-
ment on the right-hand side, however, the conclu-
sion generator produced a more informative con-
clusion. From the input argument it concludes that
Fracking and its toxic wastewater are a threat to
the environment— focusing on the negative envi-
ronmental impact of fracking. This triggers a graph
alignment which adds valuable new information

8The alignments were computed with S2MConcept+Concl.

(see clouds with dotted margins). The alignment
makes explicit that water wells and toxic wastew-
ater stand in a correspondence in the context of
fracking. Specifically, we see how the contami-
nation of wells (left graphs) happens: wells are
polluted with toxic wastewater (right graphs). Ad-
ditionally, the left graph helps explain parts of the
meaning of the right graph: Fracking and toxic
wastewater are a threat because fracking contami-
nates water and water wells.

6.3 Investigations of conclusion quality

An inferred conclusion can be more or less abstract
or dissimilar from the input argument. This raises
the question of the quality of an inferred conclusion.
In fact, we can apply our AMR similarity metrics
to quantify the similarity of an argument and its in-
ferred conclusion—formally: f(a, c)—which may
be indicative of the novelty of a conclusion in re-
lation to its premise. Hence, we investigate how
AMR similarity metrics can be used to measure
the novelty of a conclusion relative to its premise.
Another aspect of conclusion quality is its valid-
ity or justification, i.e., to what extent it can be
trusted. Clearly, a conclusion that is very similar
to the premise has a high chance of being valid (as
long as the premise is), whereas this is uncertain for
parts of its meaning that do not match the premise.

In current research, not much is known about
how to rate the quality of a conclusion drawn from
an argument. We explore this question by perform-
ing a manual assessment of different quality aspects
of conclusions, and investigate to what extent these
can be assessed with our AMR similarty metrics.

We randomly sample 100 argument-conclusion
pairs per topic. The pairs are given to two anno-
tators whom we ask to assign binary ratings re-
garding two questions: i) Is the conclusion justified
based on the premise? With this we aim to assess
whether the argument legitimizes the conclusion;
and ii) Does the conclusion introduce some novelty
relative to the argument? This should be denied if,
e.g., the conclusion repeats the premise.

As shown in Fig. 3, we measure moderate IAA,
with slightly higher agreement for novelty. The
results show that T5 often manages to produce
either valid (justification, ≈65-75% of cases) or
novel content (novelty, ≈ 50-60%), but struggles
to produce conclusions that fulfill both criteria (jus-
tification & novetly: ≈ 25-35% of cases).
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Figure 3: Annotation results of two quality aspects with
IAA: K=0.49 (justification) and K=0.57 (novelty).

6.4 Can we predict conclusion quality?

We now extend the use of our metrics to assess
conclusion quality by computing the similarity of
argument and conclusion: f(a, c).9 We calculate
six graph similarity statistics of their AMRs to fi-
nally produce an aggregate score assessment: i)
|a∩ c|/|a|measures the relative amount of premise
content that is contained in the conclusion (‘preci-
sion’); ii) |a ∩ c|/|c| measures the relative amount
of conclusion content contained in the premise (‘re-
call’); iii) the harmonic mean of i) and ii) corre-

9AMR metrics have been previously used in NLG evalua-
tion by Opitz and Frank (2021).

sponds to main metric f(a, c); and features iv-vi)
apply a non-linear function to i)-iii), measuring the
proximity to the feature means10, which expresses
the idea that a conclusion that is both novel and jus-
tified may be situated at mean similarity of premise
and conclusion, measured by f(a, c).

We use a Linear SVM for predicting, in three
binary classification tasks, either justification; nov-
elty or both, using the feature set i)-vi).11 Results
are seen in Table 3. Despite the small training data,
performance is good for predicting justified (max.
68.6 F1) or novel (max. 70.0 F1). But predicting
a conclusion to be novel & justified yields sub-
stantially lower performance (max. 58.3 F1), while
still above baseline. Feature correlations show that
novel is negatively (-) associated with f(a, c) (i-
iii), while justified is positively (+) correlated with
f(a, c) (i-iii). We find much weaker correlation for
novel&justified, tending to mean similarity (iv-vi).

10I.e., given the mean µ of a feature x, the new value x′i of
datum i is x′i = 1− (µ− xi)2.

11We average all results over 25 runs of leave-one-out cross
validations. When predicting either justification, or novelty,
we average over the two annotators; when predicting justifica-
tion and novelty, to increase the positive class labels slightly,
the gold target are cases where one or two annotators anno-
tated both novel and justified.
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justified novel both

random 0.5 0.5 0.5

i) |a ∩ c|/|a| 59.0 ++ 58.7 -- 53.4
ii) |a ∩ c|/|c| 68.6 +++ 64.3 --- 52.4
iii) harm. mean i), ii) 61.3 +++ 61.9 --- 52.2
iv) proximity to mean i 49.8 55.1 -- 56.5 +
v) proximity to mean ii 35.9 52.0 58.3 +
vi) proximity to mean iii 30.5 54.4 - 58.1 +

i-vi combination 67.5 70.0 53.8

Table 3: Macro F1 scores for predicted conclusion qual-
ity using AMR-based models f(a, c), assessing various
aspects. For single features, + show positive correla-
tion; - negative correlation (levels 0.05, 0.005, 0.0005).

Our analyses support Hyp1 in that AMR metrics
are able to rate similarity of arguments, of conclu-
sions and of argument-conclusion pairs, and this
also allows us to determine if a conclusion is novel
or justified. While many justified conclusions are
highly similar to the premise, deciding their jus-
tification is difficult if they involve novelty. We
argue this is because justification cannot be deter-
mined from premises alone, but requires external
knowledge. We leave this issue for future work.

6.5 Conclusion usefulness

Finally, we revisit our Hyp2, that by extending ar-
guments with inferred conclusions, we can support
assessment of argument similarity. This raises the
issue of the usefulness of a conclusion, in terms
of achieving good performance and interpretability
of an argument similarity method. The aspect of
the usefulness of a conclusion clearly differs from
the question of its quality. For one, it is possible
that a good conclusion is not useful for argument
similarity rating, simply because the assessment of
the paired argument premises already provides a
confident and precise similarity judgement. On the
other hand, a mediocre conclusion could provide
complementary indications that can support the
similarity judgement. In this final section we aim
to assess factors that can determine this usefulness.

Operationalizing conclusion usefulness We de-
fine a score U for the usefulness of a conclusion,
based on a human rating y, the conclusion similar-
ity f(c, c′) and argument similarity f(a, a′), as

U = 1
1+(y−f(c,c′))2 + (y − f(a, a′))2, (2)

where U is maximized iff the automatic similar-
ity rating of the conclusions does not differ from
the human rating, while the automatic similarity

similarity (SIM) features

feat. id i ii iii iv v
faa′ fcc′ faa′ − fcc′ (fac− fa′c′)/2 hum

P. ’s ρ 0.83 -22.81 26.6 -9.37 -14.72
p-value > 0.05 1.2e−43 2.8e−59 1.8e−8 7.3e−19

Table 4: Predictors of conclusion usefulness.

a) Because you may save up to eight lives through organ do-
nation and enhance many others through tissue donation.

c) organ donation is a great way to save up to eight lives.

a’) This medical research is important to understanding dis-
eases in humans so that lives may be saved and improved.

c’) medical research is important to understand diseases in
humans

Table 5: AMR metrics detecting dissimilar arguments.

rating of the premises differs maximally from the
human rating. It is in exactly these situations that a
conclusion assessment will prove most useful.

Features for assessing conclusion usefulness U
We assume the following features for modeling
the usefulness of a conclusion, which we compute
with our similarity function f : i) the similarity
of the arguments f(a, a′); ii) the similarity of the
conclusions f(c, c′); iii) the (signed) difference be-
tween the argument and the conclusion similarities
f(a, a′)−f(c, c′); iv) we compute the (signed) dif-
ference between the similarity of (a, c) and (a′, c′):
f(a,c)−f(a′,c′)

2 ; finally, v) y is the human rating.

Results Table 4 shows that the highest predictive
power for conclusion usefulness is feature iii): the
similarity of the two arguments minus the simi-
larity of the two conclusions. It exhibits a highly
significant positive correlation with conclusion use-
fulness, and relates to the following scenario: If
two arguments are considered to be similar, but the
conclusions as dissimilar, this may signal that the
arguments are rated dissimilar by the human, and
the high initial rating may be reconsidered.

Table 5 shows a data sample where the conclu-
sions help to correct an initial, over-optimistic simi-
larity rating of the premises. The premises are rated
dissimilar by the human, but since they contain
similar concepts, such as saving lives, the AMR
metric assigns a high similarity rating (0.7) to the
pair (a, a′). However, the automatically generated
conclusions (c, c′) are assigned low(er) similarity
(0.2). The low rating can be explained by the fact
that the conclusion generator has distilled different
conclusions from the premises that reflect the dif-
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ferent foci of the arguments: the first proposes that
organ donations are good for saving lives, while
the second argument proposes that generally more
medical research should be conducted.

7 Discussion

Explanation dimensions Our argument similar-
ity rating approach may provide explanations in var-
ious dimensions. i) First and foremost, the explicit
alignment and similarity computation based on
AMR and AMR graph metrics, by relating simi-
lar concepts between arguments and their conclu-
sions, provides insight into which components of
two argument AMRs relate to each other, with in-
dividual alignment scores, and to what extent they
congtribute to the overall score. Especially in light
of recent observations showing supervised models
to be prone to superficial cues in data sets (Opitz
and Frank, 2019; Niven and Kao, 2019; Heinzer-
ling, 2020; Jo et al., 2021), this property is desir-
able. ii) We apply the fine-grained AMR decompo-
sition of Damonte et al. (2017) in terms of seman-
tic phenomena, such as negation or semantic roles.
This can further illuminate in which ways an ar-
gument pair is similar/dissimilar. iii) By taking
into account the similarity of automatically in-
ferred conclusions, the similarity computed for
premises may be re-adjusted in case the similarity
of the inferred conclusions strongly differs.

On a related note, the AMR similarity statistics
enabled us to gain some first indications of what
could be considered a good conclusion (without
even matching against a reference): e.g., our qual-
itative evaluations indicate that good conclusions
tend to be neither very similar, nor very dissimilar
to the premise. This seems plausible, since (too)
high similarity may indicate a mere summary (re-
ducing novelty), while (too) low similarity may
indicate a lack of coherence (reducing validity).

Perspectives of improvement and future work
A key component of our approach that influences
all aspects of explainability described above, are
the similarity metrics computed over AMRs. While
we proposed one variant of S2MATCH that focuses
specifically on the similarity of concepts, further
variations could be explored. We may also consider
more recent AMR metrics that measure meaning
similarity via graph kernels (Opitz et al., 2021).

Our approach also hinges on the quality of the
inferred conclusions. The conclusions we obtained
are often either justified or novel, but less often

satisfy both conditions. In addition, we find that
the degree of novelty is often rather small, perhaps
reflecting that the T5 generator was pre-trained on
summarization data and hence may tend to produce
inferences that are not novel, since novelty is not
a common characteristics of a summary. On the
positive side, our approach can be fueled by an
increasing amount of research on argument conclu-
sion generation (Alshomary et al., 2020, 2021). In
general, and particularly for our approach, it will be
interesting to work with systems that produce not
only a single, but multiple valid conclusions. Con-
sidering relations across and within two conclusion
sets inferred from two premises may provide key
information on argument similarity.

Finally, by measuring the similarity of premises
and their conclusions, our approach could shed
light on another important question: how to assess
novelty and justification of a conclusion without
a reference? This is an important question for re-
search on argument conclusion generation since it
lacks methods that can judge the quality of conclu-
sions in the absence of (costly) references.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated two hypotheses: i)
AMR meaning representation and graph met-
rics help in assessing argument similarity, ii) au-
tomatically inferred conclusions can aid or re-
inforce the similarity assessment of arguments.
We find solid evidence for the first hypothesis, es-
pecially when slightly adapting AMR metrics to
focus more on concrete concepts found in argu-
ments. We find weak evidence that supports the
second hypothesis, i.e., metrics improve consis-
tently, but by small margins, when they are allowed
to additionally consider the AMRs of automatically
inferred conclusions. We believe, however, that
more substantial gains may be obtained in future
work, by improving conclusion generation models
such that they produce content that is both valid
and novel. Finally, we have made first steps to-
wards a reference-less metric for assessing novelty
and justification of generated conclusions.
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A Appendix

A.1 Fine-tuning the conclusion generator
To fine-tune the sequence to sequence language
model T5 for conclusion generation, we cre-
ate training data from the the persuasive essays
dataset of Stab and Gurevych (2017) as follows:
From all premise-conclusion-pairs annotated in this
dataset, we retrieved all claims with their anno-
tated premises. In addition, we employ all anno-
tated major claims with their supportive claims
as premise-conclusion-pairs.12 We discarded sam-
ples for which we cannot retrieve any premise.
Each resulting premises-conclusion-sample has 3.1
premises on average.

We split the data into 80% instances for training,
and 10% for validation and testing, each. For each
sample, we input the concatenated premises by
encoding summarize:<premises> and train
with the conclusion as a target by applying a cross-
entropy loss for each token. We guide the training
process with an early stopping mechanism to en-
sure the best accuracy (ignoring padding tokens)
on our validation dataset. In inference, we apply a
5-beam-search in combination with sampling over
the 20 most probable tokens per inference step.

To assess the quality and relatedness of the gen-
erated conclusions, we manually compared the pre-
dicted conclusions with their premises in our test
split. Since we observed promising and appropri-
ate conclusion generations, we were encouraged
to utilize the learned capabilities of the fine-tuned
language model to generate conclusions for the
argumentative sentences in the UKP aspect corpus.

12Whenever we encounter multiple premises or supportive
claims of a single claim, we concatenate them in document
order.
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